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3 Appreciation
Name and class must be included for approval
Thank you Mommy
I want to thank mommy for helping me with my work during my HBL despite having to take
care of my brothers and their work. I love you Mommy.
Yu Hang (14)

Thank You,Doctors!
Dear Doctors,
Thank You for keeping us safe during this COVID-19 siatuon!I really want to thank you but i
cannot.So i wanna Thank U from Padlet!
Lots Of Love,
Ji Nor

Thank You Teachers,
I want to thank you Ms Wong and Ms Nabilah for setting up the SLS work for us to do.
Jovan 15

To The Unsung Heroes
Dear despatch drivers,
Thank you for working regardless rain or shine to delivery food for us during this circuit
breaker. Stay Safe.
Yu Hang (14)

Thanks to Everyone!!!!
Thank you teachers for guiding us during the period. Thanks to my parents for supporting me
and giving me a nice environment to learn during HBL. Thank you all doctors and nurses for
you sacri ces. Lastly, thank you all migrants worker who built shelters for us.
Dylan Nah 3A

To my pet parrot
I want to thank my pet parrot for playing with me when I don't know what to do when I feel
bored, my parrot is very playful, when it ies to me, I know that my pet parrot wants to play,
also, my pet parrot has colorful feathers, I love it so much!
Tricia Lam (35) class: 3A

My gratitude to my brother
To my amazing brother,
Thank you for helping me to practice personal hygiene, keeping me safe, helping me in
homework and helping me use a computer to join zoom.
I appreciate all the things you have done for me - even though you spin my pencil all the time

- but I'm still thankful for what you have done.
From Leona Goh

To docters and nurse
Thank you for helping everyone from the covid-19 patients
From Leona Goh

to my teachers
Dear teachers, I would like to say thank you for helping me and trying to help

Thank you Mommy

Alphina Chok .6

I want to thank my mother for cooking food for me and helping me with my work :)
Class: 3A
Ella Lim

💖Thank you Mommy and Daddy💖

💕Thank you for cooking food for my sister and I.I really appreciate it.
Have a great day ahead!💕
💖

Love
Ying Xi (26)

Thank you teachers
Dear Mrs Wong, Ms Nabilah, Mr Ghazi and Mr Tan,
Thank you for your effort and support in providing us the HBL session.
Rafaela 3A(27)

Thank you Doctors and Nurses
Dear Doctors and Nurses,
Thank you for your hard work in treating the patients. Stay safe, our modern day heroes!
Khoo Wei Zhi (13)

To my father's brother
Thank you for ghting covid-19 in England and Philip hopes that you can save people that
have COVID-19.
Philip Ralte 3A 27 April 2020

Wong Wing Yan 3Appreciation (38)

Dear: Doctors and Nurses
thank you for taking care of the patients and please have a good rest so that u will not get
sick.
From:Charlize Koh Zi Yi
Maha Bodhi School class:3A
to:Doctors and Nurses

To all the frontline workers
I know how it feels to be a frontline worker helping other people because my father is a

Dear mom and dad,

frontline work too. But it is ok. We will all cheer for you. I even made a card just to thank all

Thank you for cooking for us and teaching me how to do my homework.I really LOVE you!

the frontline workers. We will support you.
Primary 3 Appreciation
Yew Yun Yu (40)

Dear teachers,
I hope you are everything ne. Many thanks for your efforts and the workout to us during the
HBL. I wish that we can see each others and go back to school soon.
I miss you all ^^

Wong Wing Yan 3Appreciation (38)

Thank you mommy and daddy
Thank you daddy for teaching me my work and thank you mommy for cooking what I want to
eat.
Xavier Lam (39)

Carissa Chew 3A
Thank you Frontline workers for taking care of the patients and trying your best.

Thank you, Daddy
Thank you daddy for taking care of me. Thank you helping me with my homework. And thank
you for spending time playing with me.
Wang Yixuan

Thank you doctors and nurses
dear doctors and nurses I would like you to stay safe and healthy during this circuit breaker
period.

Thank you for helping learn during this home base learning. I appreciate hard work and effort
in designing interesting lessens for us.
love: Zhe Rui
3A(21)

Lucas Low (22)
3A

To my parents
Thank you dad and mom for taking care of my brothers and I .
(21) Low Zhe Rui
3 App

To my mom and dad :
Thank you mom and dad for taking care of my brothers and me
Love, Low Zhe Rui
3A (21)

Thank you doctors, nurses, teachers, frontline to take care of
Singapore. we love you
from Lim ye Hern

Dear teachers:

Thank You Mummy!
Thank you mummy for trying to cook for us even though you have to work. I love you,
mummy!
Poh Jing En(25)
3A

Thank You Frontline Workers
Thank you Frontline Workers for being sooo hardworking and preventing Covid-19.
We appreciate your service!

Please stay safe!
Poh Jing En(25)
3A

Thank You Teachers and The Staff
Thank you teachers for planning our SLS work even though you are very busy.
Thank you staff for making the school area or maybe other areas clean and safe for us to be at.
Poh Jing En(25)
3A

3 Bravery
Name and class must be included for approval
Mr Arif 3E Form Teacher and 3B Maths Teacher
To all my beloved pupils from 3E and 3B,
I am very proud on how each and everyone of you tried your very best to survive during this
challenging CB period. As much as we tried our very best to prepare ourselves before the
closure by showing how Zoom works, we still had unpleasant events which somewhat
hindered/delayed our learning and teaching. But through those unpleasant events, we were
able to learn how to overcome it. And it proved how resilient and adaptable the human spirit
is. This CB in itself showed how we, as fellow human beings, are able to overcome unforeseen
trials when we have the determination, unity, patience and preservation to do things well

together. I hope this CB experience will be etched in your heart on how capable you are... and
that deserves a pat on your back. I miss teaching and telling jokes with all of you during
lessons and outside lesson time. I will look forward to see you very soon. Take care! :)

Thank you Frontline Workers
Cheah Sheng Jie

thank you mama and papa
dear daddy and mummy
thank you for taking care of me and suffering for me together we can overcome this!
lots of love Qian Xun

gratittude_wall.txt
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Thank you teachers

PADLET DRIVE

for making us better people , I should do my part thanks to you
Chloe Lim 3B

To Mummy and Daddy
Thank you mummy and daddy for helping me during HBL
Wong Jia Yi (36)

Thank you mom and dad
i love you both
regards
Raygan

Thank you parents,

I really appreciate the love you gave us. You are always gentle to whoever you see.
Love Rita Sun Anya 30

Thank you CNA
For telling us the situation
From,
Cheah Sheng Jie

thank you mom and dad
for teaching us at home
from Zelig (9)

“The Light” cheering our frontline heroes | #StrongerTogether

Teachers

by meWATCH

Thank you for making our SLS homework more interesting!
Ong Zi Yuan (3B)

YOUTUBE

Thank you Teachers
I want to thank the teachers for uploading zoom lessons for us to meet during lesson time
even though it is the lockdown and you also upload normal work From:Claire Yap

😀

Thanks to the world
Most of you stay at home so... Good
Remember to wash your hands
From,
Cheah Sheng Jie

Thank you volunteers for donating and helping to pack food for
the needy.
Tan Hyun Zi(32)

To my dearest mum
Thank you mum for always being with me especially during this HBL. I am grateful to you for
guiding me with my work patiently! I really appreciate that you are always by my side
whenever I need your help. Thank you for being the best mum ever!
From: Kaelyn Tan

To all the teachers
Thank you for teaching us.Thank you for putting efforts to help us grow.

Thanks to my Teachers

Leow Hao Ran (17)

Thank you for trying your best to help us learn more and all your support. Thank you
Regards,
Raelynn han (27)

Thank you Doctor and Nurses
You make us better when we are unwell
From,
Cheah Sheng Jie

To everyone
This is how to wash your hands.
From Cheah Sheng Jie

To my dearest 3B teachers
Thank you teachers, for all that you have done during this extremely tough period. I truly
appreciate the support, understanding and patience in ensuring that we are still able to learn,
even though we are at home. Heartfelt thanks for taking the extra mile to make the SLS
lessons fun and interesting! I miss all of you very much! It feels very quiet at home without all
of you and I look forward to see everyone again. Let us stay safe and healthy!
From: Kaelyn Tan

Washy Washy Clean
by HPBsg
YOUTUBE

Thank you mum and dad ,
for helping with home base learning.
regards,
Adelle

To the healthcare professionals,
I would like to appreciate the doctors and nurses for taking care of everyone in Singapore!

Thanks to my Teachers

To the teachers,
Thank you for preparing home-based learning for us!

Thank you for trying your best to help us learn more and your support. Thank you
Regards,

Warm regards,
Reign Pang (29)
3B

Raelynn Han (27)

Thank you parents
I want to thank my parents for helping me with Home - Based - Learning
Jerlene (20)

To all oﬃce and support staff

Thank you workers

Dear Aunties and Uncles,
Thank you for keeping our school clean and safe! We are all in this together. Please take care!
From: Kaelyn Tan

For helping us clean the table i am thankful Bradley chong 5

Press on and Support on.
I would like to thank my parents for their support and their encouragement and for pushing
me on to do my very best.Thanks mom and dad! Tristan Kwah Yan Yu (14)(3B)

Dear Frontline staffs, thank you for taking care of patients who
got covid-19 and keeping us safe.
Kayleen Lee (16)

Thank You teachers
I want to thank teachers for supporting us through this period
Jerlene (20)

To Cleaners
Thank you for your time of cleaning

🧹 🧽 🧼 and make it well ventilated .Regards: Zoe Tay

THANK YOU MOM!
Thank you mom for helping me get ready for my HBL lessons and helping me with some of the
questions which I don't know how to do.
Lukas Chong (6)

Thank you healthcare workers
Thank you healthcare workers. You've done so much for this world!
Thank you for taking care of us when we're in the hospital

Ong Kai Hui (23)

THANK YOU, SINGAPOREANS
Dear, Singaporeans thank you all for putting your efforts and following the rules , during
COVID-19. Together, we can overcome this Virus. All the best!
From:SUAR QIEN

thanks teachers from Foo Kee Yuk3b
Thank you Teachers for helping us ,you all helped me achieve my dream and stay healthy

from:Low Carys (22)
Class: 3Bravery

Thank you mummy
I love you
Regards
Leticia Yong

To our medical and volunteers angels
Thank you for everything and sacri ces.
From :James Kong

3 Compassion
Name and class must be included for approval
My gratitude to my teachers
Dear teachers, I would like to say thank you to all of you for supporting me through this rough
time and your efforts to help me still continue learning really put a smile on my face.

Yap Ray Yang 3B to the Health Care Workers :)
Thank you doctors and nurses for taking care of Covid-19 patients.

Your sincerely,
Hansel Hay

Thank you For:

Thank you teacher

The Doctor, because they help us ght COVID-19.
From,
Cheranne Lim En Qi (19)

I am thankful for the homework on SLS.3C SOON SWEE CHUN

<3 you mom,dad and my maid
thank you doctors
we are thankful that you protect us with lots of love.
from :Low Carys
class:3bravery

thank you frontline workers.
for keeping us safe, you manage to have the ability to keeping us safe .I am sure that you can
keep it up.With lots of love, thank you
I am grateful.

Thank you mom for sometimes spending time with me while im having a break, thank you dad
for helping me with HBL and thank you maid for cleaning our house . P.S please dont put me
in the BAD ZONE D:.
Your girl, Song Ying :3

thank you doctors and nurses
for taking care of us.
from: Yuki Lim
to: doctors and nurses

to the front line workers
thank you for helping some of the infected people recover.
yours sincerely, Isaac.

From: Yap Hong Sik
To: My dear teachers:)

Thank you my family
I would like to thank my family for providing me food and taking care of me.
Keira Loh
P3C

My gratitude to the migrant workers
Dear Migrant Workers,I know you guys have been going through a
lot of tough times and I want to thank you all. Leaving your family behind is something very
hard. You guys are heroes.

Yours sincerely, Zining 3C

Tynix Kang
To all the my Dearest Teachers,

Mdm Yeoh and Mr Khabir
Dear Mdm Yeoh and Mr Khabir,thank you for giving me intresting lessons on HBL and thank
you for showing us care during this period I hope you will be healthy too
Yours sincrely, Dominic Randall Yeo

Its not easy to transform everything into online based learning, but you all keep going despite
of mishaps and challenges in this dif cult situation.
Thank you for your delication over the years too !
All the capable doctors, nurses, defence personnel and compassion volunteers we have today
are the fruits of your labour and love for your hard works.

🙏🙏🙏
❤🧡💛 💚💙💜 🖤

I am GRATEFUL

Thank you teachers
Thank you teachers for giving us work to do every day, you should be very tired right? Never
min! Holidays are coming, you can rest a lot at home!

Your sincerely , Sebastian Ong 3COMPASSION

Thank You Teachers

朱⽼师

Dear Mr Khabir, Mdm Yeoh and
making Zoom lesson fun. Thank you for this learning
period. Take care teachers and friends. See you in May!
Claudio Cocozza (3C)

TYNIX KANG 3 Compassion

🙏

I want to say ...
A Big
Thank you to my Daddy and Mommy who have been taking care of me during this
dif cult period. They have helped me with my school work and olso ensure of my well
being.

❤

❤ Thank you teachers for working so hard and tirelessly to make the best for our home-

based learning enjoyable.
Thank you to the essential and front line workers.
For bravely ghting the virus with your hard work and resilience, risking your lives to save
others and have a lot of work endlessly on your hands.
Hope we could go back to our normal lives soon.
Stay Well
Stay Healthy
Stay Safe

❤

THANK YOU FAMILY
I want to thank my family because when my parents are working , they will called my parents
and ask what to help them buy and they will always help one another together.
I hope that everyone will help one another by doing their own part to prevent this novel
Coronavirus .
I am sure that if we work together , we will overcome this novel Coronavirus .
THANK YOU

THANK YOU FRONT LINE WORKERS WE ARE ACTUALLY THE
FRONT LINE TO PREVENT
FROM ISAAC :)

Thank you mommy
Thank you mommy for teaching me homework.
FROM:Chloe song 3D
TO:Mommy

A big thank you to my Teachers
Dear Teachers,
Thank you for all your hard work and effort to ensure that we continue to learn during this
period.
Sophie Wong
3D

FOR NURSES AND DOCTERS:>
DEAR DOCS AND NURSES THANK U FOR FIGHTING AND HANDLING COVID-19 WE KNOW
THAT U CAN DO IT WE HAVE FAITH IN U E KNOW U CAN FIGHT COVID-19 AND FOR THAT
U ARE VERY BRAVE .....DON'T GIVE UUUUUP.
FROM:MIKAELA NEVE TAN
TO:DOCS AND NURSES XOXO

3 Diligence
Name and class must be included for approval
Dear Doctors and Nurses,thank you for taking care of the covid - 19 patients.
FROM: Glenda
TO : Doctors and Nurses

To all our frontline workers, thank you for working tirelessly every day, trying to help us
combat covid-19 and cleaning up all of the commonly touched areas in the neighbourhood.
from:tze hee
to:our frontline workers

TO DOCTORS
THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP IT IS WE THE FRONT LINE
FROM ISAAC NG 3D:)

Dear Teachers,
Thank you for preparing all the HBL work daily, so that we can continue learning. We know it
is a lot of hard work. Keep going!!! : ) From Isabel 3D

Dear Daddy & Mummy,
Thank you for your patience in teaching and guiding me for my HBL. I know both of you are
tired as you need to work from home and yet at the same time, you are taking time and effort
to guide and support me with my school and tuition works.
From : Verabelle Lim (3D)

Verabelle (Class 3D)
Dear Dad & Mum, thanks for your patience in guiding and providing me the supports during
HBL I know it’s not easy especially you have to work from home and yet both of you still need
to spend the time and effort to teach me. Greatly appreciate.
Dear Teachers of MBS, thanks for all the time and effort taken to ensure continuous learning
via HBL during this circuit breaker. it is not easy preparing all the online school works behind
the scene especially this is the rst time going through HBL. Truly appreciate all teachers.
Dear Doctors & Nurses, thank you to the countless healthcare professionals and nurses for
their bravery, dedication and their sel essness for ghting and battling the Covid19 pandemic.
You are the unsung hero of the world. My heartfelt thanks. We will get through this tough and
challenging time together.
From : Verabelle (3D)

Thank you teachers and other front line workers!
Dear teachers,
Thank you for all your support and care in this rough time and your efforts to help me ever
time I face challenges.
Dear front line workers,
Thank you! Thanks for everything. My gratitude to you cannot be mentioned by words.
from: Evelyn Xue, 3 Diligence (38)

Branden loke 3D
Thank you soooo much

3 Excellence
Name and class must be included for approval
Mr Arif 3E Form Teacher and 3B Maths Teacher
To all my beloved pupils from 3E and 3B,
I am very proud on how each and everyone of you tried your very best to survive during this
challenging CB period. As much as we tried our very best to prepare ourselves before the
closure by showing how Zoom works, we still had unpleasant events which somewhat
hindered/delayed our learning and teaching. But through those unpleasant events, we were

able to learn how to overcome it. And it proved how resilient and adaptable the human spirit
is. This CB in itself showed how we, as fellow human beings, are able to overcome unforeseen

Thank you healthcare worker
For taking care of the people who have covid-19

trials when we have the determination, unity, patience and preservation to do things well
together. I hope this CB experience will be etched in your heart on how capable you are... and
that deserves a pat on your back. I miss teaching and telling jokes with all of you during
lessons and outside lesson time. I will look forward to see you very soon. Take care! :)

Clarendon Goi 10
3Excellence

My Thanks And Gratitude To The Nurses, Doctors and the
Frontline workers
Thank you Frontline workers for keeping us safe Thank you Doctors for choosing the right
Medicine for us Thank you Nurses for helping the patients that are in need.
Regards, Ang Jo Vin (3)
3 Excellence

Frontline workers
Thank you for sacri ng yourself for us
Nicole Ow(25)

Thank you Doctors and Nurses for taking care of the patients!

FROM:nathan

All Teachers
Thank you Teachers who post homework on SLS. I very appreciate it.YiDuo(15)

Thank you for teacher us and taking care of us
Nicole ow(25)

Thank You Mommy
I want to thank my mommy for helping me during the HBL lessons.
Chang Xin Yin (5)

To Daddy and Mommy
Thank you for taking care of me and my brother, earn money and for encouraging me

Migrant workers
Thank you for coming here to work. You are not ghting this covid-19 alone. Stay Strong and
Stay Safe!
Nicole Ow (25)

To my teacher
Dear teachers, thank you for making our HBL fun!!
From:Kai Xin(38)

Nicole Ow (25)

Thank you teachers
My Gratitude To The Frontline Workers, Nurses And Doctors.
Dear frontline workers, nurses and doctors for helping the patients in need and keeping us
safe. Thank you very much. Stay safe.
Regards Ang Jo Ven 3E [2] 27-4-20

Thank you for putting your hard work during this HBL period. Please stay safe and healthy.
Jerome Yong

Yeo Jay Xun (3E)
Thank you to migrant workers you built a beautiful Singapore for us. Please stay safe and
healthy.

thank you teachers and parents for taking care of me and still
teaching me new things everyday.
Alycia Tan[2]

Thank You Doctors And Nurses

shayan ng yuwei

Lots of gratitude towards doctors and nurses for trying to nd a cure for COVID-19. Lim Zi
Yun 3E (18)

Thank you teacher for taking care of me and teaching me new things

Thank you teachers
Dear teachers thank you for helping us !
Jia Yun 3E 39

I want to thank the doctors for taking care of the infected patients in the hospital and I want
to thank the teachers for making this home-based learning fun and meaningful:)
Heidi 3F [12]

Thank you mummy and daddy for feeding me and teaching me .
Khloe Chong

Ashley Wong (38)

Dear Healthcare Workers,
Thank you for working long hours taking care of COVID19 patients.

Thank You workers
Khloe Chong
I am grateful to my parents for their love and care for me. I would like to thank my teachers
for creating interesting home based learning during this period.

Thank you workers for keeping Singarpore clean during Covid 19 I appreciate your hard work.
Aiken Tan(30)

Thank you healcare workers to ﬁght COVID-19

3 Faith

Samuel [6]

Name and class must be included for approval

I also want to thank my parents for helping me if I don’t know how to do my work, buying or
cooking food for me and my brother and taking care of us.

Thank You Daddy and Mommy
I want to thank my parents for everything they done for me during this HBL period despite
the fact that they still need to do their own work. Thank you mommy and daddy. Teng
Yuxuan(35)

Heidi 3F [12]

Thank you to all the healthcare workers taking care of people
who have covid-19. Ethan Chen 3F

Thank you teachers for teaching me new things every day even during this dif cult time! It is
really fun of using Zoom with my teachers.
Also, i want to thank you my parents for taking care and my mommy cooking for me everyday
while they are working from home!
Jiong En [28]

Thank You parents for going out everyday to buy meals for
us.Ethan Chen 3F
Thank you teachers for setting up assignments and
announcements for ZOOM so that we can see our friends.[Ethan
Chen 3F]
Thank you teachers and my parents

Ethan Chen,
#SGunited#MBSunited Stay United(Ethan Chen 3F)

Thank You everybody!!!(Ethan Chen3F)

gratitute
thank you cleaners for helping to clean for us
Lee zhi kai(19)

Thank You Frontline Workers
Dear to all docters and nurses thank you for keeping Singapore safe and hygienic.Without you
we will not have people that will recover instead they might not recover .So you should be
grateful for what you are doing. So remember that you are not alone we can help you to and
cheer you up with all we got ,so stay and safe stay healthy.
From Abner Tan

Stay Home, protect the nation, Save Lives #StayHome #StaySafe
(Ethan Chen 3F)

I hope the school will re-open very soon.Thank you teachers for
preparing us for home-base-learning.
Jolynn Wang (15)

P3 Gratitude Wall
Please write your name and class.

thank you healhcare workers for helping people who have covid19.
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Grateful for Everything

ian lee
14
3 generosity

Ang Sui Cheng (3F)

Chiang Zi Yang
i am thankful for the frontline workers as they continue to help other people's lifes
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Ryan Seah Jia Xu

3 Generosity

thank you migrant workers for building our beautiful homes and I hope you can recover well.

Name and class must be included for approval

To our frontline heroes

Thank you so so much for helping Singapore be strong.
By, Kaelyn Peh, 3 Generosity

Jing Wen To all singaporeans
we are all in this together,follow the safety measures we will overcome this!<.> :)

i will work hard and make you happy
CELYNN tan
3h

✿ۣ

—

Firstly I want present a bouquet of owers to all medical workers for taking care of the Covid
19 victims. I hope that you all will stay healthy and a vaccine will be found soon.

3 Generosity Teo Guan Hong
Thank You everyone for staying at home.

Secondly, I thank the government for putting in place safety measures and providing free
masks.
Domminic Wei (3H)

Thank you heath care workers for trying to cure the people
infected by covid-19.
Lee Zuhui
3 Generosity

Thank you healthcare workers
for helping our citizens and foreign workers who have covid-19.
Quek Peng Han 29
3Humility

Thank you health care workers
for the sacri ces you make every day. Thank you for your dedication, commitment and
courage. Hang on there! We will see the light at the end of the tunnel soon!
Xavier Ng Zu Yi
3 Generosity

3 Humility
Name and class must be included for approval
Thank you teachers for working hard for home based learning
experience meaningful and effective.
3 humility
Xiong Hao Xuan

Thank you for giving your best and posting all work on time
Lim Jie Heng Javen
3Humility

Thank You, Teachers!
Thank you for setting up HBL activities to keep me busy and learning during this period.
3 Humility
Lucas Wee

be safe everyone
celynn tan
(3)
3Humility

Thank you parents for encouraging me during this period.
Eva Leong
3 Humility

Dear Teachers
Thank you for all the hard work to make SLS interesting.

Thank you teachers

3Humility
Teet Yuan Bing

Thank you teachers for working hard on teaching us, I want to thank you because
whenever we need you. you will be there.

A Big Thank You

3 Humility
Ong Renyu

💖🧡💛💚💙💜 🖤 : Thank you for aiding the people

To the doctors and nurses in the world
affected by Covid-19 . Cheers!! 3Humility
Hayley Chong

thank you uncles and anties who help to clean the enviroment
3humility
Lucas Poh

dear teachers I know the coved -19 is going on we know they
workhard we can try to keep Singapore safe good luck.
3Humility
Li ying

Thank you nurse and doctors for doing a hard job we know you
feel tired but we can try our best
3 humility
Pok Ruey En

Dear healthcare workers,
Thank you teachers for teaching us online.
Kyler Ng Woo Seng
3 Humility

I want to say a big thank you to all you for doing your best to ght COVID-19. We know you
can do it ! Keep trying your best and we can overcome the virus together. Believe in
yourselves! :)

To: Daddy, mommy and Front line workers

Wong Chin Yui Melodia
3 Humility

Thank you for working hard. Stay Safe and Healthy. We can
overcome!
( ◠ ◠)( ◠ ◠)(ง•_•)ง(ง •_•)
Dylan Khoo

😃😃😄 ✿ ‿ ✿ ‿

3 humility(15)

Thank you Migrant Workers
Thank you for working hard. Stay Safe and Healthy.
Chong Quan Mao
3 Humility

Thank you teachers for teaching us everyday

3Humility Loh Yu Zhe

A Big Thank You
Thank u to the frontline workers for working so hard and not going home we really appreciate
your help.
( ◠ ◠)( ◠ ◠)(ง•_•)ง(ง •_•)งCheers to these people:

😃😃😄 ✿ ‿ ✿ ‿

👮 👷

3 Humility Hayley Chong

Thank you to all the essential workers
Dear essential workers,
i want to thank you all for all the hard work you put in to help singapore stay safe and healthy.
i think that you will not have any problems with your work if you wash your hands after
touching anything that is not 100. clean.
Don't give up!!!!stay healthy!!!
Kayla Siah wan lin
3 humility (14)

Thank you teachers for working hard to make home-based learning experience meaningful
and effective.

Cayden chee (4)
3humility

thank you teachers
thank you teachers for teaching us online although there is covid-19
Xue Hongtao
3 humility

※※※※※※

